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High school senior Julia Thomas should be obsessed with Prom, snagging a perfect boyfriend, and
decorating her future college dorm room, like the rest of her friends. Her mom’s perennial alcoholic binges
followed by stints at a rehab “spa” should make her scream with rage. Her dad’s near-total absence from her
life should make her resentful.

Instead, the only thing Julia Thomas feels is detached. Numb.

She’s pretty sure spending some time away from the suffocating sinkhole that is Pittsburgh, PA is the only
thing that would help, but Dad still thinks Julia is an irresponsible little kid and won’t foot the bill. Her last
hope is to win Senior Tag, which basically means spending the final weeks of senior year running around
town half-naked trying not to get squirted with a water gun. Julia has always thought the game was stupid,
but it’s pay-to-play with a two thousand dollar payout for the winner. Underwear and ridiculousness aside,
Julia needs the money.

There’s only one problem – a very cute classmate that Julia only noticed when he joined the game, too. Alex
Winston is fast, handy enough to engineer his water gun into a far-reaching soaking machine, and bound and
determined to win.

He’s also funny, sweet, the only guy who’s ever really listened to her, an amazing kisser...and the only thing
standing between Julia and the cash she needs to get out of town for the summer.

Julia is in serious trouble.
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From reader reviews:

Harold McDonough:

Do you considered one of people who can't read enjoyable if the sentence chained inside the straightway,
hold on guys this specific aren't like that. This You're It book is readable simply by you who hate the straight
word style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience without leaving
possibly decrease the knowledge that want to offer to you. The writer of You're It content conveys thinking
easily to understand by many people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content but it just
different as it. So , do you continue to thinking You're It is not loveable to be your top checklist reading
book?

Ross Jackson:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With reading through you can
get a lot of information that will give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world can
certainly share their idea. Books can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire their own
reader with their story or their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the textbooks. But also they
write about advantage about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to
teach children, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors in this world always try to
improve their expertise in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write on their book. One of
them is this You're It.

Ruth Brown:

Can you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Try to pick one
book that you never know the inside because don't determine book by its include may doesn't work at this
point is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in the outside look
likes. Maybe you answer is usually You're It why because the fantastic cover that make you consider
concerning the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content will be fantastic as the outside
or perhaps cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly make suggestions to pick up this book.

Judith Cole:

You could spend your free time to learn this book this book. This You're It is simple to create you can read it
in the area, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not get much space to bring the particular printed
book, you can buy the e-book. It is make you better to read it. You can save often the book in your smart
phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.
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